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Lead India foundation is a non-profit making, non religious, non political, non- governmental organisation registered under
Section 25 of the Registrar of Companies. As an organization with social-economical-judicial concern, our mission is to uplift
mankind & society and spread happiness in their life through the pursuit of Education, Social, economic, justice and to lead
the NGOs of India to change lives by building up network of Indian and Abroad NGOs, interested to work for the
development/improvement of the marginalized people. The organisation will put its effort to have a world without poverty
and injustice in which every person enjoys their right to live with dignity. We are committed to social justice, sustainable
development and human rights. The right to communicate freely is a basic human right and a necessity for sustainable
deve lopmen t .  Access  t o  i n fo rma t i on  i s  essen t i a l  t o  i n fo rmed  dec i s i on -mak ing  a t  a l l  l eve l s .
 
We are committed to the dissemination of information and promotion of sustainable development initiatives, in response
to the needs of the organisations who work for the underrepresented and marginalized sectors of society. For bridging
the data gap and improving information availability we are committed to develop and establish an ideal medium for the
Participation and exchange of a trusted and accurate source of quality information among grant makers and grant seekers.

Lead India Foundation is a national level Non-Government, Social Service-oriented Organization, emerged in February
2000 by a group of likeminded, elite professionals and academicians from various segments of society, long five years
vigorous research with NGOs in the different part of India, especially working in the very remote part of the country
working restlessly to achieve its purpose. The responsibility of Lead India Foundation is mainly to facilitate better quality
of social and developmental professionalism, in all its realms through networking grass root level NGOs and strengthening
them trough capacity building socially and financially so that they can work for community mobilization, poverty alleviation,
child development, sustainable development, education, environment, economic development, panchayati raj and participatory
governance based on sustainable natural resource management. Thus community participation, health, education, protection
and promotion of environment and social capital are central to the activities of the organization. 

Our sole aim is to promote Information collaborations and Constructive communication between NGOs, to develop effective
partnership with each other. We are in the process of networking for the access, sharing and dissemination of information,
Collaboration and Partnerships between NGOs themselves and with other organizations. Our networking is to strengthen
community organizations by boosting its knowledge base and its ability to share information and experiences with strategic
allies and other partners in relevant field. Capacity building of grassroot level NGOs, social workers through free online/offline
resources and information on a single platform. To serve non-profit organisations, charities, grassroots and community groups,
educational and research institutions. We strongly recommend for sharing of ideas among NGOs and development agents.
Avail free, easy and instant access to information. Help NGOs in their fund-raising efforts. Provide more options before
Funding Agencies to select the right choice of organisation to support and work with. Contributions from people and NGOs
like you will provide us with financial support to accelerate our mission to reach out to the needy.
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The board of Trustees are responsible for overseeing the operation of Lead India Foundation. It is a legal requirement that
they are all unpaid and receive no benefits whatsoever from the organisation.

Board of TrusteesBoard of Trustees

Manoj Kumar Pattanaik is a lawyer, researcher, writer and social thinker, based in Gandhinagar,
Gujarat, India. He is well travelled and has previously lived in many states including North Eastern
States for years. He co-founded Lead India Foundation in September 1999, and worked as a developer
for the development of the organization as a leading member for networking, nurturing and nestling
organization. He is the founder and trustee of Lead India charity rally, a fundraising initiative of
Lead India Foundation, and leads the events team for the Lead Charity Rally. Previously ha has
arranged many rallies of this kind and have a handful experience in fund raising. 

He is also a Legal Researcher attached with the research for many projects including human rights
and poverty Alleviation, International Migration and human trafficking, Intellectual property rights,
Access to Information and Access to Knowledge. Presently, he is doing research on Millennium
Development Goals and human rights as a tool for poverty alleviation. He has significant probono
experience, having assisted more than 500 organisations working in the field of Human rights,
livelihood, Elderly Care, Juvenile justice, restorative justice and women empowerment
entrepreneurship. 

From his early career, he had a passion to work for the needy, distressed and marginalized section of
the society. When he was in his teens, he had met with many well known social workers and leaders
of that time, taken their interviews and published in Magazines. While he was pursuing his studies,
he was teaching poor tribal students and had worked with the help of many local NGOs for the
development of English Language Proficiency, which he thought an important part for any ones
development. He did his Masters in English Literature specialized in American Literature. He started
his career as a Lecturer to teach under graduate and graduate students in a college in the tribal area
and at the same time worked with World Vision of India's Area Development Project to teach poor
students as an English Lecturer.

He left Odisha to have a professional exposure and did his Masters in Law from Gujarat University, in
specialization with International Environment & Legal order. After completion of his LLM, he worked
with many Immigration consultants in the sectors of immigration law to assist student exchange
programs to various countries, international admission and visa process, teaching IELTS and TOEFL.
He has been trained with British council and associated with the organization to train and register
students for IELTS examination. While working for this, he helped many people in establishing not
for profit organizations and at the same time he started his consultancy for fund raising with
different organizations. In 2009, he as per the advice of his international advisors, rejoined and
started the Networking activities of the NGOs for the service of humanity. He pursued his MBA in
specialisation with Human resources and has a keen interest to develop international relations. He
was a hard worker having a profession of law and passion to do something for the humanity as a whole.
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Mr Narendra M chavda is a Science Graduate from Gujarat University.

He has a strong social bond throughout his life and a passion to help the people in

problem. He has a  good track record of doing social work. Previously He had worked

as the Executive Director of an export import company and has travelled across the

country. He has good command over the knowledge related to SEZ and Port

Administration. His passion to work for the people insisted him to join

Lead India Foundation.

Issues

Sri Ramchandra Pandit , Seceratry of Harjan Adiwasi Sikshan Prasikshan Kalyan Sansthan

is the chief functionary of this organization. He is a dynamic person. He was started his

career in   Bihar Khadigram Udyog,  Muzaffarpur. This was situated on Laxmi Narayanpur

in Poosa Road where Sant Binowa Bhave spent six month of his life period. He worked

for “Ambar Charkha Prasikshan” from 1964 to 1972. After finished his work in Pusa Road

he Joined as Chief Accountant in Sarvodaya Ashram Ranipatra. He spent his twenty years

of service period in that palace. He established his organization in  1992. 

Manoj Singh, the Zonal head of Lead india Foundation Works for the promotion of 

Lead India Networking in Eastern and North Eastern states of the country is known 

for his incisive public comments, especially in rural development, Networking, rural 

technology, on various matters of social justice near and far. Community development 

and social peace are inextricably linked, as Mr. Singh argues when he explains how societal

dynamics work against better living conditions for those in need or act to waste or

neglect precious natural resources.



Md. Muslim Uddin, the secretary of Alpsankhayak utthan ewam kalyan samiti Khagaria is
the Chief functionary of the said very organization. Born in rural based village Beldour 
Khagaria district in the year 1945 Beldaur Block is completely flood affected area.. It is his 
Endeavour for which the organization has been honored with so many medals, shield and
commendation letters too. He has got of merely school level education having great social
service instinct leaving behind so many educated having higher degrees. He is the sold
promoter of LEAD INDIA FOUNDATION in BIHAR and has contributed a lot for the
promotion of LEAD INDIA FOUNDATION Network. Hi is awarded with many accolades
from Bihar Govt.

Kanak Nayak, Aged about 53, an unmarried postgraduate lady dedicated for the service of
humanity and with a Motto - to serve the humanity. From her  teen age she has a dream to
create a way to blissful reformation. By the way two things make a separate mode of her
life to serve the nation. First is, she is a mother less from my childhood and 2ndly various
discrimination where empowered people will expose the task of their own development.
After her  graduation, she joined in the team of international Indecency prevention movement
of Pujyashree Kumar Bhai. As a social worker she had dedicated herself and from 1983
 she become a dedicated worker. The main objective human life the sense of humanity
which is based upon the good qualities of a human being. 

Siba Sankar Madala, a highly dedicated for social causes business man with good track
record of serving the poor in his area. He has personally sponsored many health camps
and distributed medicines to the poor in collaboration with private and government
Doctors. He has travelled across the country and has a passion to do something different
for the promotion of social work. He is continuously donating for health and education of
the people. He has great concern to work and alleviate poverty and to work for the
service of  Humanity.

Surya Narayan Singh Yadav is the chief functionary of  SAMAGRA VIKAS SAMITI, which
came into existence in the year 1994 as a non-profit making voluntary organization to
contribute its efforts in the overall development of the society so that every persons lives
with peace in the country. The organization got its legal status on 13.12.1994 as it was
registered under Societies Registration Act,1860 from Govt. of Bihar. The registered office
was situated in the district of Khagaria. Soon it started working in various districts of Bihar
through its branch offices.
 

Since inception of the organization under the Secretary ship of Mr. Vijay Kumar Yadav
so many welfare activities are being performed in the interest of needy rural mass. He is
mainly focusing on education health, environmental and Youth and sports. As he is a
highly qualified one, hence his coordination with district Administration and other related
departments and agencies within district is highly appreciable. It is Mr. Vijay Kumar Yadav
of which Endeavour K.N. Club building has been renovated, spacious play ground has
also been prepared. His thinking is to construct Marriage hall also so that poor ones may
take benefit from the marriage hall and marriage hall is being constructed fastly.
Mr. Vijay Kumar Yadav plays a great role in polio eradication programme promptly as well.   

Md. Sahab Uddin is working in social sector in last 6 years. He is a dedicated social
reformer having a good establishment in political reformations and Working in the field of
rural development, awareness  education and health.  His organisation BAGWAN
FOUNDATION came into existence in the year 2011 as a non-profit making voluntary
organization to contribute its efforts in the overall development of the society so that every
persons lives with peace in the country. Our Organization is a working for the cause of
down trodden and suppressed people. We are working for all around development of
society without any discrimination of caste, religion, creed and gender.



Our Staff
Mahesh Parmar – Networking Co-ordinator of Lead India Foundation. He has 
completed his bachelors in Computer Application from Gujarat University. He has 
a lot of interest and  experience in  development sector. his  passion to work
something  different in the society insisted him  to join lead India Foundation.
Mahesh helps in employee supervision, Technology and perform other duties
obligations as assigned by the International Director. He can be contacted at
mahes.leadindia@gmail.com

Venu Dani – Project Relation Co-ordinator of Lead India Foundation. She has completed her
Masters in Business Administration from Madurai Kamraj University in  specialisation of Human
Resources.Venu support the Public Relations in creating innovative public relations strategies,
marketing collateral and digital media for a growing Lead India Foundation. Fundraising and
Development, Ambulance Project, Roof of the World Rally and Lead  Charity Rally coordinator,
volunteer coordinator and general admin. Ms Venu can be contacted at
leadindia.venu@gmail.com

Tejal Gajjar -Project Promoter of Lead India Foundation. Tejal is a Masters degree Holder
in laboiur  Welfare from Gujarat University.Responsible for promoting the features of a
project to our member. Shows how project works, takes questions. Tejal joined the team
as part of the World of Difference scheme and worked with us full time as a Project
Promoter for 2 months. She now volunteers in her spare time working on a variety of tasks
including marketing and social media. She can be contacted at tejal.leadindia@gmail.com

Payal Patel, an MBA degree holder from Gujarat  technology University, works as the
Social Innovator of Lead India Foundation. Payal is Support in developing guidelines,
reporting and monitoring formats for easy data collection. Perform any other duty as
proposed by the International Director. Payal has a true passion for travelling and
exploring different cultures of the world. She loves foods, poetry and photography.
She can be contacted at payal.leadindia@gmail.com

Hardik Sanyal – Front Desk Executive at Lead India Foundation. Prime Duty
of HArdik is answer a call and maintaining a record of appointments and
coordinate those to the right people in the office. And perform any other duty
as proposed by the International Director. Lead  Team import / customs
guru and all round helpful chap. He can be contacted at hardik.leadindia123@gmail.com

Mrs. Neha Sethi, born in 1989 in Delhi is a young member of Lead India Foundation.She is having

hobbies like Listening Music, Reading books, curious to learn new things, learn from every moment.

She has cleared her XIIth Standard from Siddhartha International School, Samalkha affiliated from

CBSE Board. She has done graduation from Delhi University and pursuing CA from The Institute of

Chartered Accountant of India, Delhi. In 2012, She has qualified CA – Inter Professional Competence

Course. She is having experienced in Arora Rajiv & Associates as Audit & Accounts Manager. She is

having vast experience in Audit and Accounting Fields. She has worked for various companies in

different areas of Audit, Taxation and Accounts. She is continuously endeavors to help the clients

achieve the desired results through customized and innovative solutions which involve focusing on

exploring opportunities and leveraging them to enhance the growth and expansion of his clients.

She is a new and young member with the great spirit of hard work and is working for the up

gradation of Lead India Foundation. She is ready to face challenges and to take over every

opportunity. She has courage to convert opportunity in success full result. She is member in

Lead India Foundation as Innovative Project Advisor and is indulging on many National and

International project proposal; it includes financial proposal and technical also



Our Members / Supporters / Advisors / Sponsors Our Members / Supporters / Advisors / Sponsors 

ALPSANKHYAK SAMAJ KALIYAN EVM VIKASH SAMITEE

MD. ZUBAIR ALAM, SECRETARY

BASERA SEVA KENDRA

MR. ANIL KUMAR, SECRETARY

MAHILA SANGATHAN

MS. RAJO DEVI, SECRETARY

ALPSANKHYAK SAMAJ KALIYAN EVM VIKASH SAMITEE

MD. AFROZ, SECRETARY

SANDHYA VIKAS SAMITI

SANJIT KUMAR, SECRETARY

KRIPA NARAYAN CLUB

VIJAY KUMAR YADAV, SECRETARY

AKHIL BHARTIYA SAMAJIK SWASTH SANGH 

DINESH KUMAR DEV, SECRETARY

BUDHAM SHARNAM ASHRAM

MS. BACHCHAN DEVI, SECRETARY

SEVA MAHILA SHAKTI MANCH

MD. MANNAN ALAM, SECRETARY

SAMAGRA VIKASH SAMITI

SURYA NARAYAN SINGH YADAV

BAGWAN FOUNDATION

MD. SHAHAB UDDIN, SECRETARY

MAHILA KALYAN PARISHAD 

SMT. NIRO DEVI, SECRETARY

SARV SHREE SUMAN SAMAJ KALYAN SAMITI 

URMILA DEVI, SECRETARY

MAHANAND LAL DAS, SECRETARY

RUPAM PRAGATI SAMAJ SAMITI,

DEV CHANDRA SINGH, SECRETARY

SACH SEVA MANCH

MD. MAHEBOOB ALAM, SECRETARY

SARWAPRIY KHADIGRAMUDYOG SAMITI

KAUSHAL KISHOR ROY, SECRETARY

DEEP LAYA MANSIK SWASTHYA EVM
VIKLANG PUNARWAS SANSTHAN

DR. A.K.RAMAN, SECRETARY

BABA SAHEB DR.B.R.A.S.SANSTHAN 

USHA KIRAN DEVI, SECRETARY

SURAJE

THAKUR RABINDRA NATH, SECRETARY

KOSHI KSHETRIYA BIKLANG, BIDHWA, BRIDH KALYAN SAMITI

NEELAM PRAKASH, SECRETARY

MAHILA SAKTI, SONIHAR

NILAM SINHA, SECRETARY

H.A.S.P.K.S.

RAM CHANDRA PANDIT, SECRETARY

SWARAJ SABHA

SATYA NARAYAN PRASAD, SECRETARY

KOSHI ANCHAL SAMAGRA VIKASH EVM KALYAN PARISHAD 

MD. MATI-UR RAHMAN, SECRETARY

ALPASANKHYAK UTTHAN EVM KALYAN SAMITI

MD. MUSLIM UDDIN, SECRETARY

NAVDEEP WELFARE SOCIETY 

MD. MUKHTAR ANSARI, SECRETARY

DISHAYEN FOUNDATION

MUKESH KUMAR SINGH, SECRETARY

MAHILA CHETNA VIKAS MANDAL
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BIRAT VIKLANG SEVA KALYAN SAMITI

MD. AFTAB ALAM, SECRETARY

KOSHI SAMAJ KALYAN SANSTHAN

RAMRATAN SHA, CHAIRMAN 

AMBEDKAR GRAMIN VIKLANG EWAM MAHILA VIKAS SANSTHAN

RAJESHWAR PRASHAD, SECRETARY

PAROPKARI SARVANGIN VIKAS SAMITI

RAMSHANKAR SINGH, SECRETARY

SHRAM SHAKTI

USHA TIWARY, SECRETARY

GOVIND SEVA SANSTHAN

ASHOK KUMAR SINGH, SECRETARY

MAHILA JYOTI ASHRAM SANSTHA

KAMAL DEVI, SECRETARY

ADARSH MAHILA ANUSUCHIT JAN JATI KALYAN SANSTHAN

MUNNI DEVI, SECRETARY

PARFECT JAN VIKAS SANSTHAN

SANJEEV KUMAR JHA, SECRETARY

RANG DARSHAN

NAVIN NISHANT, SECRETARY

ADARSH

MANOJ KUMAR, SECRETARY

MAHILA MANDAL BHAWANIPUR RAJDHAM

SUMAN KUMAR, SECRETARY

NAV AKANKSHASEWA FOUNDATION

SUNITA SRIVASTAVA, SECRETARY

RUKMINI DEVI, SECRETARY

HUMAN ADVANCEMENT SOCIETY

SAZDA KHATUN, SECRETARY

MAHADALIT SWAMSEVI SANSTHAN

AJAY SHARMA, SECRETARY

DEVKI NEETA KALYAN VIKAS SAMITI

NARESH KUMAR RAMAN, SECRETARY

DR.JAGANNATH MISHRA EDUCATIONAL SAH BAL
EVAM MAHILA KALYAN SOCIETY

MANVI UTTHAN CHARITABAL SAMITI

NEELAM SINGH, SECRETARY

ARUNODAYA SEVA

JITENDRA KUMAR, SECRETARY

MAHILA VIKAS SANGHARSH SAMITI

MADHUMALA KUMARI, SECRETARY

MANAV ADHUNIK UTTHAN SAMAIT

BIRJU KUMAR,  SECRETARY

MAHILA VIKAS KENDRA PURNEA

KABITA SINHA, SECRETARY

SARYUG JAN KALYAN SAMITI

AJAY PRASHAD GUPTA, SECRETARY

SAMAJIK UTTHAN

ANKESH KUMAR, SECRETARY

B.P. MANDAL YUBA CLUB SATTAR

LALBAHADUR KUMAR, SECRETARY

LOK JANHIT SANSTHAN KHAGARIA

MANJU VERMA, SECRETARY

YASHODA GRAM SHREE KALYAN SANSTHAN

HARERAM SAH, SECRETARY

AKTA  SANSARPUR

SURESH PRASAD PRALYANKAR, SECRETARY
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SULEMAN SAMAJ KALYAN SANSTHAN 

MD. MAZHARUL BARI, SECRETARY

ANUSUCHIT JATI/ANUSUCHIT JAN JATI KALYAN SAMITI

PRAMOD SHRAN, CHAIRMAN 

USHA FOUNDATION 

SUBODH KUMAR SUMAN, SECRETARY

INSTITUTE OF ENVIRONMENT & ECO - DEVELOPMENT

I.N.JHA, SECRETARY

CROWN OF LIFE MINISTRIES

CHANDRASHEKHAR A. WAGHMARE

AASTHA GRAM SEVA

MR. SANJVEEV KUMAR, SECRETARY

CHANDRIKA SAMAJIK UTTHAN EVAM GRAMIN VIKAS SANSTHAN

AJIT KUMAR SINGH, SECRETARY

ANAND KUMAR, SECRETARY

URMILA SILAI KATAI BUNAI MOMBATTI SAH UTOADAN
PRASHIKSHAN KENDRA

HIRALAL RAM, SECRETARY

THE SOCIO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

INAOBIN SINGH SAGOLSEM, SECRETARY

Lokraja Rajashri Sahu Maharaj Samaj
Vikas Bahuuddeshiya Sansthan

KISHOR LANDGE, SECRETARY

DR. NAMPURKAR, SECRETARY

YUVA JANSHAKTI SEVA SANSTHAN

PRATOSH KUMAR, SECRETARY

TARNI PRASAD YADAV, SECRETARY

PRAGATISHEEL MAHILA SEVA SANSTHAN

KUSUM DEVI, SECRETARY

BALAJI SEVA SANSTHAN

AWADHESH KUMAR, SECRETARY

ECDTWCS

DAVID SHIMRAY, SECRETARY

ANUSHAYA SHIKSHAN PRASARAK MANDAL 

AMRITLAL DIXIT, SECRETARY

LALIT KOSHI SEVA ASHRAM

BASUDEO PRASAD VIDHATA, SECRETARY

KANAK NAYAK, SECRETARY

LOKPRIYA KHADI GUAMODYOG SAMITI

MD. HAROON RASID, SECRETARY

GRAMIN SAMAJ VIKASH KENDRA

MEHARCHAND, SECRETARY

GRACES

SUNIL K VARUN, SECRETARY

S.M.C.T

KORE SHIVSAMB, SECRETARY

AARADHANA

DR.HIRDESH CHAUDHARY, SECRETARY

AADARSH SEVA SAMITI

KOSHI PIRIT MAHILA VIKASH MANDAL,

DEO NARAYAN PRASAD YADAV, SECRETARY

HUMANITY AND DECENCY INTERNATIONAL SHIVANI SEVA SANSTHAN MATRI SHISHU KALYAN KENDRA, KHAGARIA

ANILA KUMARI, SECRETARY

BAL MAHILA KALYAN

MR. SANTOSH KUMAR MAHAPATRA
SECRETARY

WORKER DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY
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MAGADHESWAR CLUB

SATYANARAYA N PADHAN, SECRETARY

AZAD NGO

SHARIFA AHMAD KHAN PATHAN, CHAIRMAN 

SAHAS  SEWA  SANSTHAN

UDAI BEER VISHWAKARMA, SECRETARY

JAN KALYAN SAMITI BIKRAMGANJ 

YOGENDRA  ROY, SECRETARY

BRIGHT CAREER WELFARE SOCIETY

MONICA  RANI, SECRETARY

PARYAVARAN VA MANAV VIKASH SAMITI BHANDARA

SHRIMANTRAO R.MESHRAM
CHIEF FUNCTIONARY

GAJADHAR SEVA SANSTHAN

AJAY KUMAR, SECRETARY

GRAMIN BAL EVAM MANAV VIKASH SAMITI

ARUN KUMAR YADAV, SECRETARY DR. MARK GNANASIGA MONY, DIRECTOR

LOKRAJA RAJASHRI SAHU MAHARAJ SAMAJ VIKAS 
AHUUDDESHIYA SANSTHAN

KALPANA SAGAR LANDGE, SECRETARY BHIM KUMAR, CHIEF FUNCTIONARY

MACHHUARA YUVA MANCH

SANTOSH KUMAR SAHU

INDIVIDUAL MEMBER

BIBHURANJAN MISHRA

INDIVIDUAL MEMBER

DABASIS SAHU

INDIVIDUAL MEMBER

JAGGANNATH SAHU

INDIVIDUAL MEMBER

SIBA PRASAD MAHAPATRA

INDIVIDUAL MEMBER

UMAKANTA SAHU

INDIVIDUAL MEMBER

BHAGWAN NAHAK

INDIVIDUAL MEMBER

SANTOSH KUMAR SAHU

INDIVIDUAL MEMBER

BIDYA BHARATI EDUCATIONAL & WELFARE SOCIETY

KANAK KUMAR, SECRETARY

SHED

AABHAR 

PARYAVARAN VA MANAV VIKASH SAMITI BHANDARA

SHRIMANTRAO R.MESHRAM
CHIEF FUNCTIONARY
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